TO THE VICTOR GO THE SPOILS.... And this Victor is fully capable of raking them in, a Bolo Mark XXXIII of the 4th Regiment, Second Brigade, First Confederation Mobile Army Corps, in the vanguard of an all-out Bolo strike against the planet Caern. The enemy is the Aetryx, shadowy, unknown beings who enslave other species with nothing less than the promise of immortality. As a savage, interstellar war begins, Colonel Jon Streicher prepares to lead Victor and the rest of his regiment in that most difficult of tactical evolutions -- a planetary invasion. But D-Day turns into a disaster, and Caern is a deadly trap. Colonel Streicher and his command team find themselves stranded on the target planet, desperately attempting to survive the hellfire chaos of modern warfare, as Bolo faces Bolo-human hybrid in a cataclysmic showdown that will uncover unexpected truths, reveal hidden secrets, and even call into question the loyalty of the Dinochrome Brigade itself. For just what will happen if the Aetryx arent slavers after all, but literal gods who can make good on their promise of eternal life? The Dinochromes are about to find out.

My Personal Review:
colonized during the Concordiat age. Cut off during the Melcon
Armageddon the planet was absorbed by the Aetryx, an alien race who
believed they were a race of Gods. The humans of the Confederation
Mobile Army Corps decide to launch an invasion to free the enslaved
populace. But there seems to be a few problems. One, many of the
people of Caern seem to be loyal towards the Aetryx. Two, the Aetryx
seem to have Bolos within their ranks who are just as loyal. Three, the
Aetryx may really be GODS! The book is packed solid with good battle
action, with savage space combat and lots of Bolos fighting on their own.
Yes, sometimes the humans get in the way, but without humans the Bolos
have no reason to fight, to reach for victory and to overcome their own
limitations. Anyway the Bolos spend a good first-third of the novel on their
own, fighting for their lives, before the humans even make land-fall. THEN
things really get rough!
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